
Igra Ensemble (BG – CH) 
(EN) 
Classic guitarist Dimitar Ivanov was born in Silistra, Bulgaria. Rock/jazz guitarist and 
composer Grégoire Monnat comes from Porrentruy, Switzerland. These two musicians 
together have already performed on many stages throughout Europe. Grégoire Monnat’s 
original compositions blend classic and electric guitar ; while the duo in concert weave a 
tangled, airy blend of thoughts and sentiments, places and times, moving from the universe 
of Kusturica films to the jazz, rock and classical influences of Western Europe, linking the 
traditional songs of the East to the American Surf music of the 60s. A component of their 
virtuosity rests in the simplicity with which all these influences harmonize, making for a 
sweet and captivating – and unforgettable – performance. 

Video	recording	live	in	concert	:		

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aq9CCi0m-As	

	

www.igra-ensemble.ch	
contact@gregoiremonnat.ch	

 
 



Bios : 
 
Dimitar Ivanov 
 
Dimitar Ivanov hails from Silistra, Bulgaria, where he has taken part in regional and 
national guitar competitions. In 2005 he began his musical studies at the New Bulgarian 
University in Sofia. In 2006 begins his Bachelor follows by his Master of performance in 
2012 and finish with his Master of pedagogy in 2014 at the Conservatory of Sion 
(Switzerland), with the guitarist and pedagogue George Vassilev.  
He has performed or participated in masterclasses with Dušan Bogdanović, Zoran Dukić, 
Pavel Steidl, Kaltchev Duo, Francis Coletta and others and has written arrangements of 
contemporary works by Gyan Riley, Leo Brouwer, and Dušan Bogdanović.  
Dimitar is a member of various groups, performing at prestigious Swiss festivals including 
Cully Classique and Forum Wallis in Sion. His participation as leader, co-leader and 
sideman in different musical formations led him to tour widely throughout Bulgaria, 
Switzerland, and Canada in addition to giving solo recitals in France, England, and 
Germany. Since 2014 his concert repertoire features contemporary composers inspired by 
Balkan music.  
He recorded and produced the album “Beyond Borders” for guitar/violin/cello trio in 2015 
and in 2017 Dimitar records the album “Balkan Fragments” with the cellist Noémy Braun. 
Between 2015 and 2018 Dimitar studies in sound recording program at Zurich University of 
the Arts where he develops his work entitled “Through the right translation” exposing the 
relation and quality matter between the musical performance and the sound recording 
processes.  
Since several years his parallel interests to the Brazilian music and polyrhythmic leads 
Dimitar to develop a new repertory and in 2018 to a record of a new album in a quartet 
formation “Quatro Vozes” with music from the Brazilian multi-instrumentist and composer 
Egberto Gismonti.  
In September 2018 Dimitar will begin his studies in HEM Genève with Dušan Bogdanović 
where he will developpe new compositions, improvisational, technical and musical skills 
and explore new dimensions with his new 10-strings guitar.          
http://dimitarivanov.org/ 
 
 
Grégoire Monnat 
 



Swiss Jurassien Grégoire Monnat, now established in Valais, is a graduate of the 
professional musician’s diploma program at the EJMA-Lausanne (Ecole de Jazz et de 
Musique Actuelle = Academy of Jazz and Contemporary Music). 
After getting his diploma, he has divided his time between playing his beloved electric 
guitar, inspired by David Gilmour, Steve Morse, Eddie Van Halen and Steve Hackett, and 
composing or arranging, using as models Arvo Pärt, Franz Schubert (for their profound and 
refined contributions), Philip Glass and Steve Reich (for their ecstatic and cutting-edge 
compositions, along with their feeling for the polymetric), Magma, King Crimson, 
Stravinsky and the Balkan tradition (frenetic, organic and polyrythmic), and finally just a 
pinch of Frank Zappa (for – well – everything : the humour evoking hysterical laughter, 
enormous risk-taking, and his « conceptual continuity »). 
Grégoire also composes for quite diverse instrumentations, music for children’s shows, 
pieces for choirs, scores for short films, as well as several musicals (Une saison en enfer 
inspired by Rimbaud, Mon grand-père est un héros) using all the tonality, modality, 
asymmetric measures, polymetry, humor, and subtile depth at his command. 
Teaching is a big part of his day-to-day existence : having worked as accompanist, side man, 
and leader in such areas as French song, classical music, jazz, rock and, reflecting his 
personal favorite, in progressive rock, Grégoire brings his experience to his teaching at 
Vouvry. 
Grégoire Monnat is an eclectic musician : his style as a guitarist is clearly « rock », his 
baggage « jazz », and his writing « classic ».  
https://www.gregoiremonnat.ch/ 
 
	


